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TRANSITION 2 (2a)

The MARRIAGE of the Curve with the almost straight line.
Pre requisite: Nature, unified music, Tr 2 (intro.rtf), Tr 2 (1). For more information, please view connecting image 61D (8) and the PDF “Curve versus straight line” in Discoveries.
The enclosed photographs are incomplete and their purpose is to document this Transition.
The small arrows indicate the place where the photographs were taken.
The following aims at demonstrating that when the almost straight line (natural environment) is accompanied by the Curve, it is easily recognized by the mind. 
One has to wonder if the organization of these forms indicates that humanity will eventually embrace the universe. 
To be viewed on a screen (1000 pixels or more) in width.

Let us say that the Curve symbolizes the movement of the universe and the straight line the manufactured world. The manufactured environments of the present societies are mainly made up of straight lines rarely accompanied by the Curve. 

118.6/192/310.5/502.4/813 (Ø)
I personally saw these two trees growing (the almost straight line side by side with the Curve) from our residence between 2003-09. Unaware of their importance until the discovery of connecting image 61.
The first image to the left = looking west, the second = viewed from the sculpture studio (lower / left in the first image).
These two trees and the ninth symphony of Beethoven played a role in discovering the location of connecting image 61 and transition 2.

Section 3, section 2, section 1
During the winter season section 2 is part of “Transition of Light”, Please view connecting image 61D (2). At its beginning, there is an intersection of the almost straight line with the Curve. It is a preview to the entrance of TRANSITION 2 (images to the right).

61D/section 2/2D (view from above, approximate) 10 meters
61D/section 2/3D (approximate) 10 meters

The entrance is the crossing of the almost straight line with the Curve. This area is not connected to the nearby trails for protective purposes. The dead trees/branches on the ground or leaning against others (life in a state of disintegration) have not been separated from the live trees (life in its maximum pure stage) in the EAST and  the NORTH sections. This is because these two sections are next to a trail used for walking, mountain biking and sometimes illegally visited by some motorbikes. Considering the value of this unique organization, the access to this area is limited to those who find it.

Almost half way between the entrance (crossing of the almost straight line with the Curve) and the side by side almost straight line with the Curve, is an almost straight line (dead tree or in a state of disintegration) attached to a Curve (dead tree).
Is the almost straight line (world manufactured) supported or transported by the curve (universe)?

The almost straight line (world manufactured) is side by side with the Curve (universe)… 

For more information, please see Tr 2 (2b, C, D, E, F, G, 3 and 4).

TRANSITION 2 (2b)

Continuity of the MARRIAGE of the Curve with the almost straight line.
Pre requisite: Nature, unified music, Tr 2 (intro.rtf), Tr 2 (1, 2a). 
The enclosed photographs are incomplete and their purpose is to document this Transition.
The small arrows indicate the place where the photographs were taken.
The following aims at demonstrating some of the elements that support Tr 2 (2a): Trail crossing (exercise), crossings of live/dead trees, live and dead curved trees pointing towards the almost straight line side by side with the Curve… 
To be viewed on a screen (1000 pixels or more) in width.

61D/section 2/2D (view from above, approximate) 10 meters

The exercise plays an important role in relation to the connecting forms. This trail crossing (horizontal) is a reminder that complements the entrance (vertical crossing).It is also preparing the horizontal crossing of the dead trees on the ground right next to the almost straight line (world manufactured) side by side with the Curve (universe), images further to the right…
The Cottonwood (trees with leaves) is a reminder of the birch trees (leaves) inside the X right next to the almost straight line side by side with the Curve. 

Cottonwod

Images to the left: After a rain/snowstorm, the weight of the wet snow bent these two intersecting trees, one pointing south, the other towards the almost straight line attached to a Curve that point in the direction of the almost straight line side by side with the Curve. 
The image above and to the right: The almost straight line attached to the Curve is accompanied by another tree that crosses in the direction of the almost straight line side by side with the Curve, view west. The almost straight line attached to the Curve  also points in the direction of the almost straight line side by side with the Curve that are accompanied by two dead trees which intersect in X, in the following images. 

Right next and north of the almost straight line side by side with the Curve one finds two dead Douglas on the ground that intersect forming an X. Dead birch (leaves = transparency) are aligned South / North inside the X. They are accompanied outside by conifers (needle trees = opacity). This natural space is mainly made up of opaque trees and a few transparent trees.

The 2 images to the left: The two curved trees (east-west alignment found inside the Southern and Northern sections) complement the Curve attached to an almost straight line (alignment south-north) and they also point west, in the direction of the almost straight line side by side with the Curve. 
Above Images: The curvature in each of these two trees also points in the direction of the almost straight line right side by side with the Curve. 
All these elements are a constant reminder of the almost straight line (world manufactured) standing right next to the Curve (universe)… 
For more information, please see Tr 2 (2c, D, E, F, G, 3 and 4).

TRANSITION 2 (2c)

Continuity of the MARRIAGE of the Curve with the almost straight line.
Pre requisite: Nature, unified music, Tr 2 (intro.rtf), Tr 2 (1, 2a, b). 
The enclosed photographs are incomplete and their purpose is to document this Transition.
The small arrows indicate the place where the photographs were taken.

What follows aims at demonstrating other elements that support Tr 2 (2a, b): An equilateral triangle with a curve that follows the green (2008-09), a portal that complements the Curve, an exercise aimed at comparing the cerebral activities from highly connected elements with less connected ones, and an introduction to the exceptional transition brown/green.
To be viewed on a screen (1000 pixels or more) in width.

61D/section 2 (view from above, approximate) 10 meters

The equilateral triangle (almost straight line) was accompanied by a long Curve that separated the green from the brown on the ground in 2008-09. A reminder of the union of the Curve with the almost straight line.
  
Key portal: When viewed from this angle, two parallel Curves.

complete		 = incomplete		
Lines = choice of trails depending on the light, season, and state of mind.
Black arrows, the trees/branches in a state of decomposition are moved inside the Golden rectangles and or outside the perimeter. 
The Golden rectangles and the square are used to store the dead trees as already mentioned in Tr 2 (1c). More information, to the right at the bottom of the large image.

61D/section 2 (view from above, approximate) 10 meters

entrance

This Douglas Fir on the ground separates the connecting elements (Western part) from those that are less connected (Eastern part).

When I walk in this forest, I often listen to the ninth symphony of Beethoven (2000 -) to eliminate the city noise in the background. In 2007, the third movement influenced the following: The need to include reduced light in the exercise "Transition of Light".
I found this agglomeration of Douglas (reduced light) and after a few hours of separating the dead trees/branches from the live trees in the eastern part, I decided to explore the western part, and discovered this unique TRANSTION.
In 2008, came the idea to make an exercise that would compare the cerebral activities of highly connected with partially connected elements.
What follows is an example on how to verify this. A linear drawing strictly using the Curve (left/top diagram) with connecting elements versus another linear drawing made of straight lines only (the diagram on the bottom left) with reduced connected elements. 
 
Partially cleaned in 2007.

The Douglas Fir that broke during a storm dividing this agglomeration of Douglas into two parts.

The trail was partially done in 2007.

Left image and the diagram to the right: With the removal of the elements in a state of disintegration we obtain an exceptional TRANSITON brown / green. For more information, please  see Tr 2 (3a…). 
Above images, left and right: There is a fallen Douglas covered with moss, where the green prevails. It points 168 degrees south/east. It is used as a demarcation for the dead trees that are horizontally parallel north / south with the almost straight line side by side with the Curve (manufactured world /universe). For more information, please see Tr 2 (2d, E, F, G, 3 and 4).

TRANSITION 2 (2d, e, f, g) 

Continuity of the MARRIAGE of the Curve with the almost straight line, IMAGES only.
Pre requisite: Nature, unified music, Tr 2 (intro.rtf), Tr 2 (1, 2a, b, c). 
The enclosed photographs are incomplete and their purpose is to document this Transition.
The small arrows indicate the place where the photographs were taken.
To be viewed on a screen (1000 pixels or more) in width.
The diagrams are approximate.

The images are visual explanations. 
The passage from one image to another is not as fluid as the elements of this natural space or the connecting images 2-10, 12-40 and 48-60 (hand- made images). 

Transition 2 (2d) is a visit starting at the entrance (the union of the Curve with the almost right line), to the center (an almost straight line attached to a curved tree = a straight line attached to a curve) and to the almost straight line side by side with the Curve.

Transition 2 (2e) is made up of images of the almost straight line attached to a Curve,
an organization of lines resembling a dance, and a key passage between two trees (portal).

Transition 2 (2f) are linear crossings: Live curved trees / trail / dead trees, and the almost straight line side by side with the Curve.

Transition 2 (2g): 
Straight line (some almost straight line trees were used to form an equilateral triangle) accompanied by a curve (some curved dead trees were used to highlight the vegetation of the western section).
Transition 2 (connecting image 61 D) is an natural environment where live trees were separated from the dead trees/branches and it contains an exercise made of curved trails (the western part). These Douglas are separated by a large Douglas which fell in approximately 2007. 
In the eastern part, the dead trees/branches surround the live trees. During the summer, depending of the area, the vegetation grow above or on top of the majority of the fallen trees/branches. The same applies with the snow which cover or hide them during the winter. 

The transition from small to medium accompanied by half of a Golden triangle, part of connecting image 61-D section 3-3 or the end of the winter exercise “Transition from light”.

For more information, please see Tr2 (3 and 4) and ENC 61D (6).
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